
Secure Messaging Service - update 
The Guild messaging service for mapping volunteers is 
now fully available for those who have registered. It 
offers a means sharing information with other group 
members without using e-mail or social media sites. 
Please feel free to start a conversation. If you haven’t 
signed up yet please contact us on the email address 
overleaf and we will send an invitation to you. 
On-line mapping resources 
With it seeming likely that opportunities to travel for 
holidays will be more limited than in “normal” years it 
seems a good time to consider exploring what lies on 
our doorstep in more detail. 
Regular attendees at the mapping meetings will be 
familiar with the main on-line resources we use, 
however, using the tools that are available remains an 
area to be explored. In this article we will introduce 
the tools we feel are particularly useful to aid the 
armchair explorer, before moving on to look at some 
of the resources that can be used whilst exploring the 
real world. 

For the armchair explorer 
Probably the resource most used by the mapping 
group is the Ordnance Survey (OS) collection held by 
the National Library of Scotland (NLS), which contains 
OS maps dating from the mid-1800s until the mid-
1960s. We introduced readers to the maps covering 
our area and gave a brief outline of how to use the 
site in the first issue of Between the Lines in October 
2018, this time we dig a little deeper. 
The full collection index can be accessed at https://
maps.nls.uk/os/ and includes the very useful 
“Characteristics sheets” which detail the drawing 
conventions used for the maps of the periods and 
scales indicated. The next section covers OS maps of 
Scotland and part way down the page will be found 
“Map Series - England, Wales and Great Britain”.  Each 
of the series listed, when clicked on, leads to an index 
page for the series. The format for each varies and 
normally includes a seamless zoomable overlay layer 
or similar. For this illustration we will choose the 
“Ordnance Survey, 1:25,000 maps of Great Britain - 
1937-1961” option, which includes the “First Series” 
maps used  as the base map for our mapping projects. 
Before moving onto the maps it is worth taking a look 
at the “Further information” tab to gain an 
understanding of the variants of these maps, the 

background to the series and the alternative names 
which are applied to them.  

Choosing the “Graphic Index” link leads to a map of 
the country which allows individual map sheets to be 
viewed. The next option seamless layer on a Google 
maps base takes you to a map that opens up far more 
possibilities.  
By now you may be finding it a little irritating that the 
“help” information box keeps popping up on your 
screen. Rather than clicking on the “close” or “X” 
button in the top right corner scroll down the page 
and click on “don’t show me this message again”  
which will prevent the same help box information 
appearing for the remainder of your session.  

On the left side of the display is a menu headed “Find 
a place”. For the purposes of this example we will type 
“Edmu” in the box and select “Edmundbyres” from 
the drop down menu (you can also search by grid 
reference using the menu box below). Now zoom out 
until you can see the River Derwent north of 
Edmundbyres (using the scroll on your mouse or the 
+/- buttons to the left side of the menu box). Towards 
the bottom of the menu box there is a slider that 
allows the transparency of the overlay to be changed. 
Slide this all the way over to the left and you should 
see the Derwent Reservoir appear on an aerial map. 
Near the top of the screen find the button marked 
“Spy”. Clicking on this allows the original map to be 
seen through a spyhole in the aerial map and by 
moving the map around a little the lost village of 
Millshield, with its disused mill, old quarry and 
footbridge will come into view. The size of the spyhole 
can be changed to suit your requirements using the 
slider in the updated left hand menu box, in a similar 
position to the one used to change the map 
transparency. In the same menu box the map series 
can be changed to look at different period of time. The 
method described above was recently used to answer 
a question from a resident who lives in Robson Drive, 
Consett, who wanted to know what stood on the 
original steelworks site where her house is now. She  
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had been told it was the location of the old blast 
furnaces, however, we were able to show that originally 
it was a railway siding and later one of the rolling mills 
was extended into what was now her back garden. 

This spyhole tool allows a very quick comparison of a 
location, and the changes it has undergone, using 
different map formats. The background map can also be 
changed (dropdown menu to the right side of the main 
menu box) to suit the item being investigated. 

Another tool in these seamless layer maps can be found 
using the “Fullscreen/draw” button in the same vicinity 
as the “Spy” button. The screen opened by this button 
does not give options to change the map series or 
background map; they have to be selected in the 
“overlay” screen before using the tool. In the top right 
corner of the “fullscreen” is a dropdown menu labelled 
“Draw Features” which allows a variety of shapes to be 
added to the map shown. Using the transparency slider 
(shown at the top of the map pane on this screen) it is 
possible to mark or outline features on one layer, 
change the transparency and observe it on the other 
layer. Having marked the map(s) with the required 
modifications it can, for non commercial purposes, be 
copied (right click and “save as”) and used for future 
reference or shared with others you may be 
collaborating with. Unfortunately, this tool lacks a text 
editor and addition of notes where required would need 
to be done using other software. 

Another useful source of map information is a site called 
“MAGIC” (Multi-Agency Geographic Information for the 
Countryside) which provides information from 
government departments and related sources. Natural 
England manage the website under the direction of 
partner organisations including DEFRA, Historic England, 
Natural England, Environment Agency, Forestry 
Commission and Marine Management Organisation. 
Unlike the NLS site, which contains historic maps, 
MAGIC represents the current condition, although  some 
of the information relates to Historic Categories, as we 
will see later. 

Access the site using  https://magic.defra.gov.uk/
MagicMap.aspx. After selecting cookie options a map of 
the UK opens which you can immediately start to scroll 
or zoom to the area of interest. For an initial look at the 
site it is probably best not to zoom in too far, around 
1:250,000 (as shown in the scale box, top right corner of 
screen) is probably about right. Move the map with your 
mouse until Hexham is near the centre. 

On the left of the screen is a Table of Contents block 
each category having a “+” marker which opens up one 
or more layers of the content. Clicking on  “Access” as an 
example and selecting “National Trails”, lines will appear 
on the map along the route of Hadrian’s Wall and part of 
the Pennine Way. Click on the  symbol in the menu at 
the top of the page, move the crosshairs until they are 

over a part the feature displayed click on it and an 
information box will pop-up identifying the feature. 

Also under the access category, and of local interest, are 
the National Cycle Network, Town and Village Greens, 
Doorstep and Millennium Greens, Country Parks, 
Common Land and areas covered by the Countryside 
and Rights of Way Acts. Selecting the sub-category of 
interest in the table of contents causes the relevant 
symbol to appear on the map which, when zoomed in, 
may be displayed as an area. For information about the 
location again select the  symbol in the top menu. For 
information about the category click on the  symbol to 
the right side of the category in the Table of Contents. 

The next category of interest to us is “Designations” 
where we can find details of Areas of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty, Local Nature Reserves, Moorland 
Boundary Lines, National Parks, Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest plus Scheduled Monuments, World Heritage 
Sites (Hadrian’s Wall), Listed Buildings, Registered 
Battlefields and Registered Parks and Gardens. 
Community Forests and Greenbelt areas are also listed 
in this category. Other categories relevant to the 
mapping project are “Habitats and Species” and 
“Landscape”.  

Exploring the real world 

Having done the “armchair research” it’s time to get on 
your feet and explore. Picking up trusty old paper OS 
maps and a compass is  an option many will take, 
however, standard digital OS maps are also available on 
your phone with some added features.  

The “OS maps” app can be downloaded free of charge 
from the app store for you phone. This version allows 
routes to be plotted, recorded and followed using 
standard OS street view mapping, which also shows 
footpaths and tracks; aerial and greenspace mapping is 
also an option. By subscribing (currently £3.99/month or 
£23.99 annually) access to OS Explorer and Landranger 
maps for all of the country becomes available amongst 
other features. 

Viewing the map  page shows a zoomable map, a “my 
location” function and a compass which use mobile data 
networks and GPS signals, so these functions must be 
enabled on your phone.  Using the plot function the 
distance, ascent and time for the route are shown with a 
diagram of the height profile. Plotted routes can be 
saved for future reference, as can recorded routes. 

Armed with all these tools you are well equipped to 
search out and investigate the many superb locations in 
the Land of Oak & Iron. As we said in our Vision 2020 
article (February 2020) there are several new topic areas 
we would like to start work on, so share your thoughts 
and information in preparation for use  at mapping 
meetings  when we eventually recommence normal 
activities. 

Coming up: 

All meetings are suspended until further notice. 

To join the secure messaging service please send an 
e-mail to landofoakandiron@groundwork.org.uk 
requesting that we include you in the group. 
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